Challenge

Our solution

Your benefit

Vast amounts of data

Extract, decode, and analyze multiple
device extractions at the same time
in a single intuitive interface

Save time by eliminating the serial
extraction of multiple devices,
process at 64-bit speeds using all
the memory available, implement a
triage approach, and collect only the
target data that investigators need

Different data sources

Extract, decode, and analyze data
from mobile devices, cloud, drones,
IoT devices, other forensic tools,
warrant returns, and loose ﬁles
including uncovering deleted data

Reduced cost by using the only
all-in-one digital forensic solution to
extract and analyze data, including
data from other tools and sources

Backlog and higher cost
to review and analyze
all relevant data

User-friendly interface to review and
analyze target data in a 64-bit
multi-threaded, technologically
current platform, eliminating the
need to break up the case, run
evidence separately or outsource to
expensive third party services

Maximized productivity by
leveraging innovative, integrated
AI analytical tools that review and
analyze target data

Many downstream
customers and review
platforms with different
input formats and field
delimiter needs

Export data in multiple formats (PDF,
Load File format, RSMF) to enable a
seamless workﬂow, ease of
consumption, and reporting and
ingestion into eDiscovery platforms

Streamlined workﬂows, improved
reporting, and reduced
investigation time with a digital
forensic solution compatible with
eDiscovery platforms, XML, XLS,
JSON, EML, RTF

Privacy and compliance
with information
governance concerns
causing corporate exposure

Perform keyword searches, acceptable
use policy, compliance, data leakage
audits, and mobile device baselines to
monitor, identify, and report on
information governance

Assist in audit and compliance of
mobile devices, cloud, and
desktops to minimize time and
cost

Perform federated search across
data sets, devices, collections, and
dates to perform link analysis

Identify and visualize common
contacts’ routes, locations, and
communications. Deliver uniﬁed
reports with data marked, tagged,
and annotated on ﬁndings

Disparate participants,
cases, dates, cloud trends,
and connections

To learn more about Oxygen Forensic® Detective, contact us:
sales@oxygen-forensic.com
+1 703 888 2327
oxygen-forensic.com
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